CLEANING PROCEDURE FOR
MOTO WINGS HYPER FLOW
PERFORMANCE AIR FILTERS
Once after every 15,000 Kms MW Air Filters need cleaning and recharging
process to restore your air filter to alike new condition. Cleaning your MW Air
Filter is simple when following the below 4 easy steps.

STEP 1 – SOAK DIRTY AIR FILTER WITH
DILUTED SOAP OIL FOR 20 MINS
First prepare diluted washing liquid by squeezing MW
Soap oil ( 5-10 ml / 2 Liters ) and stir with normal cold
water to prepare Air filter cleaning liquid, Then Soak the
Dirty Air Filter into soap water for 20 mins to make the
dirt particles loosen up . Then continue scrubbing gently
with old tooth brush inside and outside ( Both Sides ) ,
continue to rinse the filter until all traces are gone. It
may be necessary to repeat the above steps.

STEP 2 - RINSE YOUR AIR FILTER
WITH COOL LOW PRESSURE WATER
Rinse off your air filter with cool low-pressure water
applied to the clean side out in order to flush the dirt
out of the filter, Continue to rinse the filter until all
traces are gone.

STEP 3 - DRY YOUR MW HYPERFLOW
AIR FILTER
After rinsing your filter, gently shake off the excess
water and only allow filter to dry naturally. Do Not apply
MW Recharge Oil Until the air filter is completely dry.
NOTE:
1. Do not Dry the filter with compressed air to remove excess water.
2. Do not use Hair dryers to make the process fast as
they damage the fibre properties and construction.

STEP 4 – APPLY MW AIR FILTER OIL
Apply MW Recharge Oil evenly along the crown of
each pleat. Allow the oil to penetrate for approximately
20 minutes then touch up any light areas on either side
of filter until there is uniform red colour at all areas.

Our Hyperflow Air Filters are made
out of 4 Layer Surgical Grade Cotton
Guaze sandwiched between epoxy
coated Aluminium mesh provided
with support pillars for superior
Strength & Durability for lifetime,
and to ensure the best filtering
efficiency @ 99% + with increased
power and torque.

AIR FLOW PROCESS
Dirty and turbulent air enters the filter.
Our hyper flow Air filter is pre-oiled with special lubricant which creates static
and attacts dust particles down to 5 microns.
As a result cleaner and smoothened air enters the Engine intake.

BENEFITS OF USING AIR FILTERS
Factory Pre-Oiled Air Filters
Increased Throttle Response
Direct stock replacement
Optimum filtering efficiency

Washable & Reusable

www.ngagepowerparts.com

Extensively tested on all terrians
Designed with support pillars for
best durability
Eco - Friendly product

